We discuss mathematical models describing the action of consciousness and superconsciousness as these phenomena are defined in the Extended Everett's Concept (EEC) proposed by the author. According to the Everett's interpretation of quantum mechanics, the state of the quantum world is a superposition of various classical pictures of the world (classical realities, or alternatives). Humans, due to their ability called consciousness, perceive the alternatives separately: all alternatives are perceived, but subjectively perceiving one of them is accompanied by the sensation of the remaining alternatives as if being invisible. This causes the impression that only one of the alternatives really exists, but this is an illusion of consciousness. When consciousness (separating the alternatives) is turned off (in sleep, trance or meditation) or weakened, another ability arises called super-consciousness. Due to super-consciousness, the human gets access to the set of all alternative realities taken as a whole, selects those alternatives that are favorable, and ensures that just these selected alternatives are experienced after consciousness is turned on again. Thus, EEC explains, on the basis of quantum mechanics, those features of consciousness which are usually treated as mystical. It is shown in the paper how these features of consciousness and super-consciousness can be presented by simple mathematical models.
Introduction 1
Idea of possible connection between the phenomenon of consciousness and quantum physics may be traced back to the work carried out in collaboration of the great psychologist Carl Gustav Jung and great physicist Wolfgang Pauli (about this work see for example (Atmanspacher and Primas, 2006) . In the last decades this idea was supported and developed by many authors including Roger Penrose (1994) .
In order to realize this idea, some authors were looking for quantum effects in brain, particularly considering brain as a quantum computer (Hameroff and Penrose, 1996) . Others assumed that the phenomenon of consciousness could not be reduced to the work of brain as a computational device (even quantum). They were looking for some ideas in quantum physics that could explain consciousness as a separate phenomenon, not resulting from physical and chemical processes in brain. Most suitable for this purpose are very unusual ideas proposed in the Everett's "many-worlds" interpretation of quantum mechanics (Everett, 1957) . The works of Evan Squires, summarized in his book (Squires, 1994) , give an important example of applying Everett's interpretation for explaining the phenomenon of consciousness.
The present author developed theory of consciousness and of the unconscious (super-consciousness) in the form of Extended Everett's Concept (EEC) , or Quantum Concept of Consciousness (Menskii, 2000; 2005; 2010) .
The reason why various interpretations of quantum mechanics have been proposed, is that the description of measurements in quantum mechanics has counter-intuitive features. This leads to famous quantum paradoxes that could not be avoided in a simple and intuitively transparent way. In 1957 American physicist Hugh Everett in his famous "many-worlds" interpretation resolved these paradoxes at the cost of the assumption that macroscopically distinct (and therefore classically inconsistent) pictures of the world actually coexist in our quantum world. 2 These coexisting classical pictures of the quantum world may be called alternative classical realities, or, for short, simply alternatives.
The impression that only a single alternative exists is, according to the Everett's interpretation, nothing else than illusion appearing because the alternatives are perceived by consciousness separately from each other (Menskii, 2000) .
The key step made by the present author in EEC is identifying consciousness with the ability to separate alternatives. An immediate consequence of this identifying is that turning consciousness off means disappearance of the alternatives' separation. This means that, when consciousness is turned off or weakened (in sleep, trance or meditation), one gets access to the set of all alternatives as a whole (therefore, to the state of the quantum world taken in its wholeness, not only to a single "classical projection" of this state). This ability is called super-consciousness. Because of time-reversibility of quantum evolution, the information concluded in the quantum state of the world is the same for all times. Therefore, super-consciousness may get information from any time and from any possible classical view of the world (alternative classical reality) in this time.
2
From the mathematical point of view, these seemingly inconsistent pictures of the world are components of the superposition forming the state of the quantum world.
This feature of super-consciousness provides the ability to compare various alternative classical realities (alternatives) in the future and bring the information about favorable alternatives back to the usual (conscious) state of mind. When this information becomes available for consciousness, the potential future becomes, in subjective perception, not distinguishable from the actual reality. The potential favorable future becomes then necessary part of the subjectively (consciously) perceived picture of the world. This provides an ability to control subjective reality. 3 The essence of the phenomenon thus described is that, although all possible classical pictures of the world do coexist in objective (quantum) reality, one can increase the probability to subjectively experience those pictures that are favorable.
The action of consciousness and super-consciousness which provides "subjectively realizing" the favorable (preferred) future, is described in (Mensky, 2007 ; see also Mensky, 2010) by a simple mathematical model called postcorrection (correcting the present initial state according to the information taken from the future, to provide the favorable future). Repeated postcorrection operations represent time evolution of the subjective picture of the world which is controlled by superconsciousness.
The process of postcorrection includes selecting favorable alternatives (preferences) in the future. This selection is describe in (Mensky 2007; 2010) with a single operator L in the simplest case a projector onto the preferred states of the world. In the present paper we shall consider more elaborated mathematical models for selecting favorable alternatives, not necessarily in the context of postcorrection. The sets of ranked (weighted) projectors will be considered instead of a single projector L. We shall present mathematical models describing, on different levels, the action of consciousness, the action of superconsciousness and the sequential action of first super-consciousness and then consciousness. The question of justification of the whole approach (EEC) will not be discussed here. The readers interested in this aspect of the research of consciousness are advised to turn to the book (Mensky, 2010) .
Mathematical representation of consciousness and superconsciousness
It is assumed in the Everett's interpretation of quantum mechanics, and therefore in EEC, that a state of the quantum world may include a superposition of macroscopically distinct states called alternative classical realities, or simply alternatives. Although the world as a whole is a highly complicated system, we shall apply a simple mathematical model (or rather a class of models) for the analysis of EEC. This simple model greatly simplifies the state of the world, ignoring the majority of details of this state. However, this oversimplified model will be sufficient for analyzing some features of the quantum world which are essential in EEC. H H of vectors proportional to |i〉 (i.e., a projector on the i th alternative). We shall see that this relation is useful in many calculations.
State space of the world

Action of consciousness and superconsciousness
Two stages of the subjective analysis of the objective state of the world are assumed in EEC, the action of consciousness and the action of super-consciousness. These operations should be clearly distinguished from each other in the mathematical formalism. Let us consider them.
Action of consciousness
According to EEC, consciousness perceives all alternatives making up the state of the world, but separately from each other, so that only a single alternative appears as a subjective view of the world. This situation may be mathematically presented as the measurement of the objective state of the world (1) which distinguishes between the alternatives |i〉 . This means that consciousness acts as the measurement described by the set of
〉〈 . The measurement of the objective state (1) of the world produces, in case of the i th result of the measurement, the state
This vector represents the picture of the world as it is subjectively perceived by consciousness of the observer. The square norm of the vector
is the probability for the i th alternative to be subjectively experienced as a view of the world.
In this formulation, the action of consciousness is considered as a random event of appearing one of alternative pictures of the world with the probability distribution i p . However, according to EEC (in fact also according to the original Everett's interpretation), subjectively feeling that only a single alternative exists is nothing else than illusion. Really all alternatives keep to exist after the action of consciousness. This may be underlined if the result of the action of consciousness be represented by a mixed state (by a density matrix instead of a state vector).
According to Eqs. (3, 4), the mixed state of the world representing its view after the action of consciousness is presented by the density matrix
Interpretation of this density matrix may be formulated as follows: the world is in one of In the simplest situation, a single alternative is selected as a favorable one. Then after the action of super-consciousness the corresponding component (restricted by a single alternative) in the state of the world survives while all the rest disappear from the superposition. However, in general case many alternatives are estimated as favorable. In this case the state of the world remains in the form of a superposition of alternatives even after the action of super-consciousness. To illustrate this possibility, we shall consider a simple mathematical model just now and a more sophisticated model in Sect.3.
Let the preferences of the observer be described as a set of preferred alternatives, without any ranking inside the set of preferred alternatives. Then the action of super-consciousness may be presented by the projector onto the set of preferred alternatives: 4 pref preferred
The state of the world appearing before the consciousness after the action of superconsciousness (therefore, with the preferences taken into account) results from the action of the projector (6) on the objective state of the world,
4 For example, the operator L in the paper on postcorrection [9], which projects on the states supporting life, may be of this form. Below we shall consider other, more general, ways to mathematically represent subjective preferences, by a set of projectors instead of a single projector.
The action of consciousness may be thought of as making a sort of photograph of the world, but with a classical alternative |i〉 as a result of this photographing. This may be a photograph of the objective world, as in Eq. (3), or a photograph of the subjective picture of the world created by superconsciousness, 5 pref pref pref
(8) The action of super-consciousness prepares the world for being photographed by consciousness. For this aim, superconsciousness selects the preferable alternative or a number of alternatives, all of them being preferable. 6 If super-consciousness works before the action of consciousness, then consciousness is in a better situation because the picture of the world, which appears to consciousness to be photographed, is already changed in such a way that coefficients before unfavorable alternatives are zero, so that these alternatives cannot appear in the subjectively perceived picture of the world.
Normalization and probabilities
Vector pref |Ψ 〉 , as it is defined in Eq. (7), is not normalized (because it is obtained by the action of a projector onto a normalized vector). The square norm of this vector gives the probability that the state or the world corresponding to the vector Eq.(7) will appear before consciousness objectively, without the action of super-consciousness. If the norm of the vector pref |Ψ 〉 is close to unity, then the action of super-consciousness (the action of the projector, Eq.6) does not affect the picture of the world seriously. In the opposite limit, if this norm is close to zero, the action of super-consciousness affects the picture of the world radically.
Let us consider now general case of the action of super-consciousness, Eq. (7 In more complicated schemes of describing preferences (see below Sect.3), the preferred alternatives are provided by weights according to their subjective ranking.
world |Ψ〉 . Similar to Eq. (3), the action of consciousness will produce a picture of a single alternative i . What will be the probability of this alternative in the present situation (when super-consciousness acted before the action of consciousness)? To find the probabilities of various subjectively perceived alternatives (produced by consciousness), let us present the preferred state of the world Eq. (7) This density matrix presents the state of the world as this world appears to consciousness after the action of super-consciousness. Now we shall go over to a more sophisticated description of the subjective preferences.
Weighted preferences
In Sect. 2 we considered the simplest model of super-consciousness corresponding to the simplest model of preferences. Preferences in this model are represented by a single set of preferred alternatives. All alternatives belonging to this set are preferred equally, all alternatives not belonging to this set are not preferred. One may speak in this case of the absolute preference.
In general, the structure of preferences may be more complicated, with multiple subsets of preferred alternatives, differing in the degree of preference. This may be called scheme of relative preferences.
To be more concrete, consider a number of subsets α Ω , 1 2 = , , α α α … , in the set Ω of all alternatives. All these subsets are interpreted as preferred. However, the alternatives corresponding to different α are preferable to varying degrees. Quantitatively the degree of preferring the subset α Ω is characterized by the weight w α .
Spectrum of weighted preferences
The quantum world can objectively be in different states, all of them forming the linear space H called the state space of the world. Some of these states are preferable from the point of view of some observer, and the degrees of preferences may be various. 
Normalization and probabilities
We have described the "ranked preferences" (preferences of various degrees of attractiveness) in terms of the "weighted projectors", i.e. projectors multiplied by the corresponding weights as in Eq. (12). However, it is important to interpret this ranking also in terms of probabilities of various preferences α (therefore, in terms of the norms of the corresponding vectors). This may be done in the following way.
Let us introduce a factor N common for all vectors 〈Ψ Ψ 〉 of each of these vectors may be interpreted as a probability of realizing the corresponding preference α by the action of superconsciousness. These probabilities depend not only on the weights w α but also on the objective state of the world |Ψ〉 . However, for the given |Ψ〉 , the norm of the vector | α Ψ 〉 (and therefore probability | α α 〈Ψ Ψ 〉 for the preference α to be realized) increases with increasing corresponding weight w α .
Making use of a mixed state of the world, we can obtain the complete description of the world as it appears before consciousness after the action of superconsciousness, with all preferences α and their probabilities taken into account. This mixed state is presented by the following density matrix This means that performing postcorrection (18) in the present provides α -preferred state in the future. The subjective perceiving of the present state is selected in this case with the aid of the information taken from the future.
Conclusion
We considered here simple mathematical models of consciousness and superconsciousness as these phenomena are defined in the Extended Everett's Concept.
The scope of models discussed here, is not exhaustive. For example, we remarked in the paper (Mensky, 2007 ) that instead of a projector on the favorable states of the world, more general form of the selecting operator L may be considered (for example, any positive operator instead of a projector). More significant improvements in the model may be necessary in order to better reflect the effect of super-consciousness. In the present paper our main task was to point out that subjective preferences are represented in the model not necessarily with only a single selecting operator. Instead, the model may include a family of selecting operators S α , 1 2 = , , α α α … . Each of these selecting operators S α includes the weight w α pointing out to the measure of attractiveness of the corresponding selection. To make the exposition clearer, we restricted ourselves by the simple case of a family of projectors multiplied by the weights.
The problem of constructing mathematical models for consciousness and super-consciousness in the framework of EEC is natural because mathematics is the most important instrument in quantum mechanics and in its applications. Yet one should not overestimate capabilities of the mathematical instruments in EEC.
The world is an enormously complicated system, and the work of mind, aiming to perception of the world, is highly complicated and unusual phenomenon. It is of course impossible to adequately formulate this phenomenon in terms of simple mathematical formulas. One may only hope, when using mathematical models of the considered type, to illustrate certain specific features of the relevant processes, particularly difference of what is predicted in EEC from what is considered in the usual quantum mechanics.
Of course, more sophisticated models may be proposed to represent consciousness and super-consciousness in more detail or from other points of view. From the other side, it seems evident that some important features of these phenomena and generally of the quantum world (as it is treated in quantum theory of consciousness and life, see (Mensky, 2010) can not in principle be presented in the mathematical form. Their studying has to include humanities. It is most probable that only combination of both natural-scientific methods and methods of humanities may help people to learn the deep laws of the world they live in.
